GROUP NAME: The Lonely’s and Lionel Richies, of The Joy, The End, The Tom Jones, with Sunflower Seeds extravaganza……and I don’t know I just pulled this name out of my rectum….with pliers and I’ll change it sometime. Maybe.

GROUP MEMBERS: Matt Mori
DESCRIPTION:
This game is very easy to play. It really only requires the buttons: left, right, down, and space bar. Space bar is used to jump up.

The object is to collect the diamonds which gives the player points. They don’t have to collect them, but gravity will eventually sink the player down to the ground falling through earth’s atmosphere.

Try not to hit the black blocks, or else you will be rest back into your original position and you will lose all of your points that you’ve accumulated through the game.

Collect other things if you dare. The whole part of the game is for the player to find out for themselves. I just tried to give random happenings and awkward situations for the player.

NARRITIVE:
The player must descend from the earth’s sky. The yellow bear character is named, Yellow Stank. He’s just falling from the sky, and he’s able to move around using the directional pads. He has an invisible hovering device that rests on the bottom of his feet; you can’t see them there but you can use them by using ‘space bar.’

Black blocks will bounce and fly off to the sky if Yellow Stank touches them, also the black blocks force him back to the start position. It’s best not to hit them, but he does have infinite lives. The black bears, are a couple of trouble makers, they’re able to teleport the black blocks in different locations; possibly impeding your quickest decent onto the earth below. Careful though, if you get trapped on top of the black block you’ll get locked up; Yellow Stank will be unable to move, because he will be repeatedly be pounded by the black box, which you can’t stop. Other quite random objects will pass by; collect them to see what they’ll do or what they won’t do.

His quest is unknown, all he wants to do is go back and reach his home planet of Green Grass. What’s at Green Grass planet? Who knows, that’s for the player to find out.